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The Duke of Kylemore knows her as Soraya,
London's most celebrated courtesan. Men
fight duels to spend an hour in her
company. And only he comes close to taming
her. Flying in the face of society, he
decides to make her his bride; then, she
vanishes, seemingly into thin air. Dire
circumstances have forced Verity Ashton to
barter her innocence and change her name
for the sake of her family. But Kylemore
destroys her plans for a respectable life
when he discovers her safe haven. He
kidnaps her, sweeping her away to his
hunting lodge in Scotland, where he vows
to bend her to his will. There he seduces
her anew. Verity spends night after night
with him in his bed . . . and though she
still dreams of escape and independence,
she knows she can never flee the
unexpected, unwelcome love for the proud,
powerful lover who claims her both body
and soul.
Eager to understand her secret desires,
Gabrielle enters “The Sanctuary.” Inside
she’s immediately torn between fear of the
unknown and a craving to learn more, until
the lights dim. From the first sound of
Thomas’ calm and controlled voice, she is
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mesmerized. With an underlying need in her
emotional spirit that requires more than
sex, she is easily seduced into a world of
dominance and submission under false
pretenses. For Thomas, an experienced
Master, Gabrielle is an interesting mix of
defiant, naive and submissive. Her sharp
mind and wit appeal to him as much as the
curves of her lush figure. He accepts the
challenge to help train her despite the
danger she represents. Long term anything
for him is out of the question. If he does
his job right, his protégé David will end
up the perfect Dom for her and Thomas will
move on with his armor intact. Their
journey puts Gabrielle at the mercy of two
men who teach her how to embrace her
darkest needs within a tight bond of
trust. Unfortunately, betrayal lurks on
the path to total surrender. Keywords:
Dominant, alpha male, menage, threesome,
control, power play, love story
I gave one night to a ruthless millionaire
who didn’t believe in love… Ruby is
working two jobs to support her seriously
ill mother and sister. One night, a man
comes into the store and catches her eye.
It’s Ares Koullakis, the terribly handsome
Greek millionaire. He asks her out, but
Ruby coldly dismisses him, not trusting a
man like him. Ares is intrigued by her
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tenacity and continues flirting with her,
and although she knows she shouldn't, she
eventually gives in to his charm and gives
her virginity to him. But little is she
aware of the cruel fate that awaits her…
The Claiming of Sleeping Beauty
The Claiming of the Highlands
A Novel
Claiming Her As a Daddy
Proceedings of the 15th Asia TEFL and 64th
TEFLIN International Conference on English
Language Teaching, July 13-15, 2017,
Yogyakarta, Indonesia
Claiming Her Geeks
Cleo's got a secret heartbreak, one she flew across the
world to forget. Now he's found her, and he's determined
to claim her for his own... Cleo Chapman serves as a
dedicated slave at the pleasure of the Doms at New
York's exclusive Masters Club. But even moving a
continent away from the Dom who so casually rejected
her isn't enough to mend her shattered heart. Jack
Hartford spent two years coming to grips with a tragedy
that left him a young widower at loose ends. Finally ready
to engage in life again, his memories of Cleo draw him
back to her, only to find she's gone. Yet, no matter how
he tries, he can't put the charming, sexy girl out of his
mind. When he tracks her down, Cleo's cool reception
cuts him to the quick. The submissive passion that once
burned so brightly in her soul is now barely a flicker...at
least for him. Challenged and intrigued, Master Jack
refuses to let anything stand in his way. But can Cleo
trust that he desires more than just her submission this
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time? Because she wants it all-heart, body and soul.
Claiming Cleo is the second book in the Masters Club
Series. Though each novel can be read as a stand-alone,
reading the series order will enhance your experience. If
you enjoy powerful alpha men who aren't afraid to take
what they want, but give so much in return to the women
they love, then this series is for you.
To end a long running feud, a proud Scottish lass
convinced the clan's women to refuse their men
everything.
She’s never been touched But she’s carrying his heir!
Seven months pregnant, innocent surrogate Rosalie
realizes she can’t bear to give away the child she’s
carrying for a childless Italian couple. She flies to Venice
to beg forgiveness, only to discover brooding Alex
Falconeri is a widower…and he has no idea she is
expecting his baby! Alex can’t throw away this chance to
know his surprise heir. But Rosalie is torturously sweet
temptation… After his cold, loveless marriage, Alex has
sworn he will not marry again. But he’s starting to think
he’ll do anything to make Rosalie his!
“You owe me a honeymoon.” Addie Farrell’s marriage to
casino magnate Malachi King lasted exactly one day,
until she discovered their love was a sham. Now, with
funding for her children’s charity about to be cut, Addie
must face her husband – and their dangerously seductive
chemistry – once again!
Claiming His Wedding Night (Mills & Boon Modern)
A Fitzhugh Trilogy short story
Claiming His Convenient Fiancée
A Billionaire Bad Boy Romance
Claiming Menace
Step beyond the wall of your own imagination to the
place where erotic enchantment lies... When Sleeping
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Beauty awakes at the Prince's kiss it is the beginning
of our story, not the end. Once the prisoner of a spell,
locked in the sleep of innocence - now she is the
prisoner of sensual love, held fast by the magic of
desire. Claimed by the Prince as the slave of his
passions, Sleeping Beauty learns that tenderness and
cruelty, pleasure and pain, longing and fulfilment are
all one in the awesome kingdom of love. Beauty she is
- but she is sleeping no more...
I have no place to go if the bank takes the house I
grew up in. Facing the huge debt her parents left her,
Chiara is at a loss. She has never called anywhere
else home and is scared to leave. When wealthy Nico
shows up, wanting to purchase the estate, he tells her
that she will have to marry him if she wants to keep
living there. Unable to see another option, she
agrees. On their wedding night, Chiara cannot resist
temptation and gives her handsome Italian husband
her virginity!
Scorching hot historical romance.Ireland, 1589.Aodh
Mac Con is a tattooed, conquering hero intent on
seduction, and all his considerable attention is bent
on Katarina, a heroine who everyone has seriously
underestimated.Their battles of will and heart fuel a
passion that leaves them both scorched, and forces
them to rethink everything they've ever learned about
loyalty and love. And when the armies of England
come marching, they're going to have to decide
whether to be a traitor to their mission, their
queen...or their hearts.
As owner of Nighthawk Security, Slade Chavez had
created a company whose services were in high
demand. He had his pick of cases, but some cases
pick you. When Travis Daniels contacted him, it was
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to call in an old favor. Someone was after his sister
and Travis was overseas unable to help. Slade stepped
up to the plate, despite his misgivings. It was meant
to be simple. Get the girl and get her the hell out of
the line of fire. She was meant to be a job, but she
became so much more. This girl has me thinking of
forever. Are you ready for a new series, one with
protective, over the top alpha heroes who will make
you weak in the knees? If you've read Never Letting
Go, then you saw a little bit of the Nighthawk
Security men and just how far they're willing to go for
the women they love. This hot new series has been
rated triple S. Sweet. Safe. Sexy. Each book can be
read as a standalone and is chopped full of steamy
heat, suspense and a no holds barred happily ever
after.
Claiming My Bride of Convenience
Beauty's Punishment
Stand Tall. Raise Your Voice. Be Heard.
Claiming His Wife
The Claiming

THE OFFICIAL ACT PREP GUIDE
2022-2023 – INCLUDES ONLINE COURSE The
comprehensive guide to the 2022–2023 ACT
test—including 7 genuine, full-length practice
tests. The Official ACT Prep Guide
2022–2023 book includes six authentic ACT
tests—all of which contain the optional writing
test—so you get maximum practice before your
official test date. These tests are also available
on the Wiley Efficient Learning platform and
mobile app alongside a seventh bonus test via
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the PIN code inside, so you can study your
official materials anytime, anywhere. This
guide provides clear explanations for every
answer straight from the makers of the ACT to
help you improve your understanding of each
subject. You’ll also get: Practical tips and
strategies for boosting your score on the
English, math, reading, science, and (optional)
writing tests 400+ online flashcards to ensure
you’re mastering key concepts A customizable
online test bank Wiley Efficient Learning’s
personalized exam planner feature, where you
can build the study schedule that meets your
unique needs Expert advice on how to mentally
and physically prepare for your test Through
the Official Guide, you’ll learn what to expect
on test day, understand the types of questions
you will encounter when taking the ACT, and
adopt test-taking strategies that are right for
you. By using this guide and its accompanying
expansive resources, you can feel confident
you’ll be ready to do your best! *Online prep
materials valid for one year from PIN code
activation.
Ava’s hired to be a hostess at an exclusive
club on a private island, far from the rest of the
world. She thinks she’s there to serve a group
of handsome, demanding billionaires, but what
happens when playboy Carver Temple catches
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her in an extremely compromising situation?
Carver’s got everything at his fingertips, from
fast cars and beautiful women, to boatloads of
money and a life filled with utter hedonism.
He’s bored out of his mind, but a visit to
Billionaires Island changes all that when he
meets the sassy, feisty Ava. Because Carver
and his friends have set up a contest, and he’s
going to make sure he wins by any means
necessary⋯ even if it means putting a baby in
Ava’s belly! Ever wanted to indulge in a
fantastically taboo fantasy? Then here’s your
chance! The billionaires have dreamed up a
competition that will rock your world, this time
in a secluded island paradise. Let go of your
inhibitions and get ready for a rip-roarin’ good
time! As always, bring ice so you don’t
overheat. Xoxo, Cassie & Sarah
Clarissa, the widowed Duchess of Lexington,
has two great loves: the reticent and reclusive
Mr. James Kingston and her faithful
correspondent Miss Julia Kirkland, whom
Clarissa has never met. Now both Mr. Kingston
and Miss Kirkland are due to arrive at
Clarissa’s house—and Clarissa is about to find
out that nothing of either is as she has been led
to believe⋯ This is a short story of 6,000
words. Tags secret identity romance, nobility,
second chance, rich, Victorian romance,
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Edwardian romance, epistolary romance
Penny Jordan needs no introduction as arguably
the most recognisable name writing for Mills &
Boon. We have celebrated her wonderful
writing with a special collection, many of which
for the first time in eBook format and all
available right now.
Master Club Series - Book 2
What You Made Me (Mills & Boon Modern)
(Penny Jordan Collection)
A Woman's Guide to Claiming Space
CLAIMING HIS NINE-MONTH CONSEQUENCE
The Official ACT Prep Guide 2022-2023, (Book
+ Online Course)
In The Claiming of the Highlands, the seventh book
in The Sylvan Chronicles, Thomas Kestrel, Lord of
the Highlands, navigates the allies and enemies
circling him. Struggling with his feelings for the
Princess of Fal Carrach, a woman who betrayed
him, he tries to remain focused on driving the reivers
from his homeland. And with the power of the
Shadow Lord growing, can he find a way to bring the
Sylvan Warriors back into the Kingdoms?
It was a marriage in name only⋯ But now my wife
wants more! My terms were clear: a luxurious Greek
island sanctuary in exchange for Daisy becoming
Mrs. Matteo Dias. Until my convenient wife’s not-soconvenient arrival at a glittering charity ball—with a
startling proposal of her own! Her heart is set on
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creating a family, but love is something I can’t give.
Yet Daisy’s spirit captivates me completely, and
claiming our wedding night is a delicious pleasure⋯
But am I able to become the husband Daisy truly
wants?
An erotic novel of discipline, love and surrender from
master storyteller Anne Rice. This sequel to The
Claiming of Sleeping Beauty resumes Beauty's
explicit, teasing exploration of the psychology of
human desire and seduction. Now Beauty, having
indulged in a secret and forbidden infatuation with
the rebellious slave Prince Tristan, is sent away.
Sold at auction, she will soon experience the
tantalizing punishments of 'the village,' as her
education in love, cruelty, dominance, submission
and tenderness is turned over to the brazenly
handsome Captain of the Guard. Once again Anne
Rice's classic tale of pleasure and pain dares to
explore the most primal and well-hidden desires of
the human heart. This is the second of Anne Rice's
classic Sleeping Beauty trilogy, with a new preface
by the author.
I’m an alpha. Top of the food chain. What I want, I
take, simple as. And I want her. I don’t care she’s a
beta, not an omega. She’s mine. I’ve wanted Neve
for years, now she works for us. The problem is, I
can’t keep my hands off her. And neither can Dante.
I’m good with sharing, as long as I can call her mine.
Beta or not, She’s the hottest woman I’ve ever seen.
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She’s lucky she isn’t an omega. If she was, she’d
already be wearing my mark and we’d never let her
out of her nest. Then her ex starts sniffing around,
and he really doesn’t know what he’s gotten himself
into. We might wear suits now, but we haven’t
forgotten the monsters within. Now they’re coming
out to play⋯ Please be aware: This is a much darker
and grittier world than my other series, so readers
are advised to proceed with caution. A Continuing
Story: Please be aware this is a serialized romance
in three parts. Keywords: paranormal romance
ebooks, shifter romance kindle, alpha male, romance
reads, paranormal romance, paranormal romance
books for adults, Fated mates romance, shifter
romance books, shifter books, omega verse book,
omega verse romance, omegaverse alpha,
omegaverse dystopian, omegaverse erotica,
omegaverse kindle, omegaverse knot, omegaverse
knotting heat, omegaverse paranormal romance
Claiming His Prize
Claiming King's Baby
Claiming My Hidden Son
Harlequin Comics
How does an alpha she-wolf, who can snap a
man in half, learn to love and accept a pair of
males who can only beat her in a game of
chess?Deena's searched a long time for a
man she can claim, but nobody's ever stirred
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her interest, until Simon and Frank. The
moment she meets the nerdy friends, she
wants to mark them as her own, but as alpha
of her pack, she can't settle for a pair of
geeks as her mates even if in the bedroom
they make her submit.At first Deena terrifies
them, but as Simon and Frank get to know
her, they realize that beneath the tough
exterior is a woman who wants a man--or
two--to take control. When it comes to
fistfights, they might not have the strength
to prevail, but in a battle of the mind, and
heart, they've got the smarts it takes to
emerge victorious--to her screaming
pleasure. Trust fate and two men, to show
this she-wolf that with a little bit of bondage,
teasing, and pleasure, she can claim the
geeks who draw her, because after all, even a
bitch can't fight fate and her need for love.
The Model Rules of Professional Conduct
provides an up-to-date resource for
information on legal ethics. Federal, state
and local courts in all jurisdictions look to the
Rules for guidance in solving lawyer
malpractice cases, disciplinary actions,
disqualification issues, sanctions questions
and much more. In this volume, black-letter
Rules of Professional Conduct are followed by
numbered Comments that explain each Rule's
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purpose and provide suggestions for its
practical application. The Rules will help you
identify proper conduct in a variety of given
situations, review those instances where
discretionary action is possible, and define
the nature of the relationship between you
and your clients, colleagues and the courts.
My contract bride’s secret… …will change
everything! My marriage to Calypso was
simply business—satisfying the terms of a
family arrangement. Until our unexpectedly
passionate wedding night shook us both!
Falling for my convenient bride was a risk I
couldn’t entertain. So, I left Now, after
discovering the baby in Calypso’s arms is
mine, I will claim my son. But no longer a shy
innocent, my estranged wife is stronger and
even more captivating! This will be the
negotiation of a lifetime with the woman
who’s turning my world upside down…
This book owns me with its strong writing,
wit, and steamy scenes. ~We So Nerdy A
shifter battling his wolf instincts. A woman
living a life of obligation and lies. A moment
of fate interrupted by danger. Rebel Lynch
has spent two hundred years searching for
balance between his human side and his
inner wolf. As a den President of The Feral
Breed Motorcycle Club, a lack of control over
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the beast within isn't just a pain in the ass,
it's a death sentence. One served by his club
brothers: the judges, jury, and executioners
of the wolf-shifting community. At Amnesia
Gentlemen’s Club, customers and staff check
their real-world identities at the door.
Charlotte, one of the club's best waitresses,
ditched her legit career in corporate IT
because she needs the kind of income those
pesky IRS folks can’t track. When the smartmouthed bombshell pulls a gig serving a
private party, she expects nothing more than
a few extra tips. That is until dirty-talking
Rebel Lynch strolls into the room looking like
sin incarnate, flashing motorcycle club colors,
and blasting Charlotte's expectations about
work, life, and love straight to hell. One
glance at Charlotte and Rebel knows she's his
fated mate. But a wolf shifter is attacking
women at the club, threatening Charlotte’s
life, and putting the entire shifter community
at risk of exposure. Rebel and his Feral Breed
MC brothers must find the crazed shifter
before he strikes again. If Rebel can't
uncover the new monster in their midst—and
learn to rein in the protective instincts of a
fully mated Alpha—his future with Charlotte
will be dead on arrival. **************
CLAIMING HIS FATE is a full-length
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paranormal adventure romance novel from
USA Today bestselling author Ellis Leigh. It's
the first book in the bestselling Feral Breed
series featuring stories of fated mates,
motorcycle clubs, and dangerously ever
afters.
Taming Beauty
Claiming His Replacement Queen
Claiming His Fate
Mills & Boon Comics
The Claiming of Sleeping Beauty
Stepping into the spotlight… As the desert
king’s queen! Khalil’s motivation for
marriage is politics, not passion. So when
his intended bride marries for love and
her sister, shy Princess Cressida, agrees
to take her place, Khal travels to London
to retrieve his replacement queen! Yet
their sizzling encounter changes
everything. Since losing his first wife,
Khal keeps all emotion on lockdown, but
the desire innocent Cressida ignites is
too hot to resist… Lose yourself in this
seductive royal romance…
The millionaire's temporary engagement!
Impulsive Catriona Parkes-Wilson must
retrieve a forgotten family heirloom, and
if that means breaking into the mansion
she grew up in, so be it! But she never
expected to get caught by the house's hotPage 15/26
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tempered new owner, Alejandro Martinez,
nor be forced into posing as his date for
one night! Desire rips through Alejandro
the minute he sees Kitty, her reckless
abandon igniting an animal urge to take
her as his own. So when Kitty is mistaken
as his fiancée, Alejandro is determined to
take full advantage—and unleash the
powerful hunger that rages between them!
For too long, women have been told to
confine themselves—physically, socially,
and emotionally. Eliza VanCort says now is
the time for women to stand tall, raise
their voices, and claim their space. Women
fight the pressure to make themselves
small in private, professional, and public
spaces. Eliza VanCort, a teacher,
consultant, and speaker, provides the
necessary tools for women to rewrite the
rules and create the stories of their
choosing safely and without apology.
VanCort identifies the five key behaviors
of all “Space Claiming Queens”: use your
voice and posture to project confidence
and power, end self-sabotage, forge
connections, neutralize unsafe spaces, and
unite across differences. Through personal
narrative, research, and actionable
strategies, VanCort provides how-tos on
combatting challenges like antimentors and
microaggressions and gives advice for
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building up your “old girls” club, asking
for what you're worth, and owning your
space without apology. Bold, fun, and
enlightening, this book is birthed from
VanCort's incredible story. Having a
mother with schizophrenia forced VanCort
to learn to be small and invisible at an
early age, and suffering a traumatic brain
injury as an adult required her to rethink
communication from the ground up. Drawing
on these experiences, and those of real
women everywhere, VanCort empowers women
to claim space for themselves and for
their sisters with courage, empathy, and
conviction because “when we rise together,
we rise so much higher.”
The second I laid eyes on Aubrey Cash, I
knew she was hiding something. The blond
haired, blue eyed beauty clearly wasn't
who she said she was. I couldn't force
myself to turn her away... So I hired her.
As the club's hacker, it was my job to
uncover secrets—secrets like hers. It was
the only way I could make sure my brothers
were safe. But with each day that passed,
I became more and more distracted by my
need to have her. It soon became her that
I wanted to protect....her that I wanted
to keep safe. I wanted to claim her as
mine. She claimed me instead. Claiming
Menace will have you rooting for
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forgiveness, mended hearts, and second
chances.
Claiming Her In the Forest
ELT in Asia in the Digital Era: Global
Citizenship and Identity
Model Rules of Professional Conduct
Claiming Cleo
Claiming their Omega

Young people around the world are
increasingly able to access English
language media online for leisure
purposes and interact with other users
of English. This book examines the
extent of these phenomena, their effect
on language acquisition and their
implications for the teaching of
English in the 21st century.
It was supposed to be a last meeting to
sign divorce papers. Then passion
overtook them and Maggie King walked
away with more than just a legal
decree—she was pregnant with the child
Justice King had always refused to give
her. A fact she would never dare reveal
to him. But when circumstances forced
her back to the King ranch, she could
hide her secret no longer. Justice had
a son, one he desperately wanted to
deny was his own. Because admitting the
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boy to be his blood kin would mean he'd
made the biggest mistake of his life.
This is the fourth and final book in
the Domestic Discipline Quartet. Alex
has made a lot of mistakes, but he is
determined to reconcile with his
estranged wife, Grace. He's willing to
put their past problems where he thinks
they belong - in the past - but insults
and disrespect will be met with
discipline. He's seen the marriages his
friends have, and decided to take a
page from their books. Unfortunately
for him, Grace is not so willing to let
go of past hurts, although she has no
choice but to go with him when he
basically kidnaps her and takes her to
Bath. At least her friends are there
for moral support, while she does her
best to discover exactly why her
husband is so intent on reconciliation
rather than divorce. Hugh and Irene are
blissfully happy, having declared their
love for each other, but they seem to
be the only ones. Eleanor is pregnant
and worried that her condition will
mean the end of overt affection and
desire from her husband - especially as
he hasn't declared any kind of finer
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feelings for her. She thinks Edwin
doesn't realize she's with child, and
worries over how to prod a declaration
from him. Meanwhile, everyone is
gathered in Bath for Wesley's wedding
to the brazen and rebellious Cynthia.
When these four women get together,
it's no wonder that both trouble and
bright red bottoms loom on the horizon.
Each of their husbands is bound and
determined to claim and tame his
willful wife. This books contains adult
situations, including spankings,
whippings, backdoor play, and explicit
scenes. Rated sizzling!
She couldn’t outrun the past – no
matter how fast she ran! Her vacation
was supposed to be relaxing. But
running into the father of her five
year old son, the lover she’d never
forgotten and…well, she’d never really
forgiven…hadn’t exactly been the
relaxing escape that she’d planned. But
now was the time to think of her son
and what was best for Luke. It was NOT
the time to think about how much Tazir
still made her body shiver with
anticipation! She had to be sensible
now! Sheik Tazir el Moussa was stunned
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to discover not just the woman from his
past that he’d never been able to
forget – but also a son! He was a
father! Was this a trick? Why had
Brielle, a woman that he’d always
remembered to be honest and forthright,
hidden his son for five years?! This is
the second story in the Scandalous
Sheik’s series. Enjoy!
Claiming His Heir
Claiming the Highlander
Claiming His Wedding Night Consequence
Claiming the Courtesan
Crave
The New York Times bestselling author of
the Submissive series returns to the story
started in The Master with a tantalizing
new novella about passion, play, and
possession... Submitting is just the
beginning... Sasha Blake never thought her
emotional wounds would heal—that they were
a part of her just like her physical
scars. But that was before Cole Johnson’s
boundless love and overwhelmingly sexy
control set her free, unleashing a
confident side that she never knew she
had. He’s more than just her Master; he’s
her world. And she’ll do anything he
asks... Cole’s days of restless wandering
are done—he’s found everything he needs in
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Sasha. Now, it’s time to make it official.
When his childhood home in England goes up
for sale, he realizes the old estate is
the perfect place to claim Sasha as his
own, and the ideal opportunity to show her
just how much she means to him. As Sasha,
Cole, and their closest friends from their
Partners in Play community descend on the
British countryside for a titillating
adult vacation, the submissives and
Dominants alike will test their
boundaries—and have an adventure none of
them will ever forget... Includes a sneak
peek of the next Submissive novel, The
Exposure! PRAISE FOR THE SUBMISSIVE SERIES
“An erotic, deeply loving BDSM
romance.”—Publishers Weekly “A perfect
gem.”—Cecilia Tan, Award-Winning Author of
Taking the Lead “The Submissive series
grows hotter and more intense with each
installment.”—RT Book Reviews (4 Stars)
This proceedings book captures a wide
range of timely themes for readers to be
able to foresee the digital era's impact
on English teaching in non-English
speaking countries. English used in the
global environment, the frequent mobile
communication, and the use of AI-based
translators are bringing about dramatic
changes in our English language learning
and teaching. Who can provide us the
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wisdom to know what to do? Those scholars
going through these complex environmental
changes! A collection of puzzle pieces may
bring us a better contour for the future
than a perfectly edited book. It's indeed
a pleasure reading these insightful pieces
to gain wisdom for the future of ELT
practices in global contexts.
Overwhelmed by her sexy, brand-new Spanish
husband, Cassie had let anxiety and
inexperience ruin first her wedding night,
then her marriage to Roman Fernandez. Now,
after a year apart, Cassie has gained selfconfidence. But her brother's in serious
trouble with Roman, and Cassie returns to
Spain to confront him. She soon realizes
with a shiver of...excitement?...that her
husband has every intention of claiming
his wife and testing her newfound
confidence—in the bedroom....
He never planned to take her... There was
something about the waitress with the
black eye. She made him remember where he
came from, and he knew he couldn't stand
back and do nothing. Chains kidnapped her,
locked her away for her own damn good. He
killed the bastard who left his mark on
her. Now he has to face judgement for
claiming his prize. He stole her in the
dead of night... It had been a rough shift
at the diner, but the man sitting quietly
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at the back made Lori feel special. He
ordered the pie, made her smile, then
walked out of her life. She never expected
to see him again, but he came back to take
what was his. Chains made her feel
valuable despite the chains, loved even
though she was his captive. When she's
given the chance to run, she can't. He's
taken over her body and mind, and she
wants more. If only she could save him
from what was coming ... because some sins
can't go unpunished.
Claiming Her
Claiming the Virgin's Baby
Ruthless Sinners MC
Claiming the Duchess
The Online Informal Learning of English

He's craved her for a long time, and now he's going to
have her. From the first moment Chip saw Kasey, he
knew without a doubt he wanted her. He didn't even
know her name, but she was going to belong to him.
Now he is ready to claim her, but one of his club
brothers seems determined to claim her for himself as
well. Chip will not lose this fight. Kasey's his, and he's
going to prove to the nurse that he's the guy for her.
Knowing the Trojans MC through her work at the
hospital, Kasey doesn't think much of the bouquets of
flowers, figuring they were a friendly gift. But when
Chip asks her out on a date, she realizes it's more. Her
attraction to Chip surprises her. She's never seen
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herself with a club man, but with every second she
spends with him, she can't imagine a life without him.
The Trojans MC are in danger, and the threat they
face could completely kill the entire club. No one will
back down, nor will they allow Duke, their Prez, to
fight their battle alone. Can Kasey handle the pressure
of being a Trojan's woman? Will Chip survive to
prove his love?
Please be gentle, I begged. But in the forest, anything
can happen. My parents pissed me off. They’re rich
people who only care about the material things in life.
Even worse, my parents were embarrassed about my
weight and wanted to send me to diet camp! So I run
away. But the forest is filled with animals. In
particular, there’s a huge mountain man rumored to
be living deep in the woods. He’s got sharp yellow
eyes, curved talons, and teeth that will eat a young girl.
Even more, he’s virile. So much so that I can’t help
myself. It’s the perfect way to piss my parents off.
Imagine that: me with the wild beast, my soft form
clutched tight in those brawny arms. But what
happens when he gets me pregnant? Hey Readers –
Emma thinks she’s Little Red Riding Hood, but what
happens when the Big Bad Wolf gives her a baby?
That wasn’t supposed to happen! (at least, not in
Emma’s elite world) You’ll love the story, I promise!
Xoxo, Cassandra
Before E.L. James’ Fifty Shades of Grey and Sylvia
Day's Bared to You, there was Anne Rice’s New York
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Times best seller The Claiming of Sleeping Beauty In
the traditional folktale of "Sleeping Beauty," the spell
cast upon the lovely young princess and everyone in
her castle can only be broken by the kiss of a Prince. It
is an ancient story, one that originally emerged from
and still deeply disturbs the mind's unconscious. In the
first book of the series, Anne Rice (author of Beauty's
Kingdom), writing as A.N. Roquelaure, retells the
Beauty story and probes the unspoken implications of
this lush, suggestive tale by exploring its undeniable
connection to sexual desire. Here the Prince awakens
Beauty, not with a kiss, but with sexual initiation. His
reward for ending the hundred years of enchantment
is Beauty's complete and total enslavement to him . . .
as Anne Rice explores the world of erotic yearning and
fantasy in a classic that becomes, with her skillful pen,
a compelling experience. Readers of Fifty Shades of
Grey will indulge in Rice’s deft storytelling and
imaginative eroticism, a sure-to-be classic for years to
come. "Articulate, baroque, and fashionably
pornographic." —Playboy "Something very special . . .
at once so light and yet so haunting." —The Advocate
Feral Breed: Motorcycle Club
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